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It helps that the seven dancers who were performing this weekend with Kyle 
Abraham/Abraham.In.Motion at the 92nd Street Y were all good-looking, well dressed, 
well lighted and very good movers. The work in which they appeared, Mr. Abraham’s 
“Radio Show,” featured deliberate ambiguities and tensions that, with other performers, 
could have easily turned it into a quite different piece. These dancers are so appealing 
that you’re on their side from the first. 

Mr. Abraham was named a MacArthur fellow in 2013. (The other choreographer so 
named last year was Alexei Ratmansky.) At the Y, Mr. Abraham was presenting “The 
Radio Show” within the format of the Stripped/Dressed festival: This involves an 
introductory talk and practical demonstration by choreographer and dancers. (Though 
this is called “the first half” in the program, Mr. Abraham’s presentation lasted only 20 
minutes; “The Radio Show,” with a short pause between its two parts, lasted 75.) 

Mr. Abraham had his dancers show movement phrases. The audience was encouraged 
to do one — consisting of upper-body gestures — and most of us did. Next, some of the 
dancers showed elaborate variations of those phrases. Then Mr. Abraham improvised 
short lists of words, designating specific movement ideas, which two of his dancers 
immediately illustrated. An introduction like this helps relax the audience about what 
follows: Mysteries remain, but resistance is greatly reduced, and responsiveness 
increased. (Some bigger companies might consider following suit.) 

“The Radio Show” itself is a curious collage of popular entertainment and 
expressionistic sociology. In a program note, and also in his spoken introduction, Mr. 
Abraham explained that he was drawing from memories of a Pittsburgh radio station, 
106.7 FM WAMO, and its sister station, AM 860. WAMO, the only black-oriented radio 
station in Pittsburgh, went off the air in 2009. 

In his written note, Mr. Abraham asks: “Without black radio, where is the audible voice 
of the black community? Radio was so prevalent during times of strife in the past. 
Where is its place today? Is radio fading away? Are we still listening?” And he links this 
to the diagnosis of his own father’s Alzheimer’s disease 10 years ago and his father’s 
more recent aphasia. 

What you see and hear in “The Radio Show” often juxtaposes everyday radio (including 
interference) with various kinds of movement: sensual dances that respond to popular 
music, but also gestures and stillnesses that indicate various aspects of physical and 
mental decrepitude. Sometimes the soundtrack becomes locked, like a record stuck in a 
groove. Much of the drama onstage arises from the disparities between sound and sight. 
You see young people moving gorgeously while there’s no dance music playing. Or you 
hear dance music but see the dancers suddenly stuck in the bent-over positions 
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characteristic of age or advancing very slowly, with one hand in a Parkinsonian tremor. 
Beauty and pathos, youth and age, prime and decline are all mixed. 

To some degree, “The Radio Show” becomes stuck in its own groove. We get the points 
being made; then we get them again. 

Still, Mr. Abraham keeps varying the recipe; we’re not taken far, but we’re never bored. 
And his dancers — Rena Butler, Beatrice Capote, Catherine Ellis Kirk, Connie Shiau, 
Chalvar Monteiro, Jeremy Jae Neal, Maleek Washington — are gorgeous, with the 
women making especially vital contributions. Sarah Cubbage dresses them handsomely; 
their largely backless chemises are a marvelous touch. Dan Scully’s lighting makes them 
glow. 

And each one is communicative and personable, often slipping with disconcerting 
seamlessness into exhibitions of charm, like models or actors. The Abraham style, 
barefoot, is physically full and rich, with fluent connections of legs, torsos and arms: An 
impulse in one part of the body may be immediately answered by another elsewhere, 
and a phrase is full of juice and rhythmic élan. 

The dancers easily turn, jump and eat up space. When these performers are suddenly 
stuck motionless in their tracks — or move only with slow shuffles and rapid tremblings 
— the loss of physical bloom is immediately eloquent. 
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